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James Madison High School Spring Concert 

WHAT IS IT? 
 
The Spring Concert is the time that the students from the beginner, 
intermediate, and advanced levels of the orchestra, instrumental and guitar 
band, and chorus can perform what they have worked on and developed for the 
whole semester.  

 
WHAT I DID… 
 
I went over what the conductors and head of the music department wanted in 
terms of layout, equipment, and timeframe. This is one of the first big events the 
school will be putting on since the pandemic, and as such most people who 
were there to do prep and plan have either left or mainly forgotten. Since we are 
starting from a blank slate, I made sure to take this opportunity to get input from 
all parties to make sure everyone was accommodated properly. 
 
To make sure that everyone had the equipment they needed and that there 
weren’t any conflicts, I had two meetings with each conductor to go over what 
their plan was for their performance; one to go over what they wanted and 
needed, and a second to make sure that none of the other requests would 
conflict. Using the information provided I put together an equipment list, plot 
layouts, and created a schedule. 
 

MEASURE OF SUCCESS 
 
This project will be to determine a benchmark for where future performances 
and stage activities can have a layout that is consistent and would cover any 
event. The plots and schedule should be easily legible by a high school student 
to be able to place equipment where needed and to know the connections within 
the system. This will be the template from which future plans are built off of. 

Most of the equipment is already on hand so purchasing is limited to what we don't have after 
inventory is done.

Spring Concert
Budget

Jakob Grossman
PREPARED BY

Note:

Name Quant Price Item Total

JBL EON715 5 $419.30 $2,096.50

Shure SM58 5 $100.00 $500.00

Shure MX418 2 $269.00 $538.00

Mackie ProFX12v3 1 $360.00 $360.00 Sound

ETC Element 1 $2,000.00 $2,000.00 Lighting

ETC Source 4 16 $150.00 $2,400.00 Livestream

ETC Source 4 ParCan 100 $50.00 $5,000.00

Dimmer Racks - - -

Streaming Computer 1 $1,500.00 $1,500.00

Mevo Camera 3 Pack 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00

Total: $15,394

•Always be ready to pivot.
•Be flexible

•Confirm all details with all parties if
ANYTHING changes

•Be open minded

1 2 3 4

Planning

Obtain dates and details of event.
Start creation of schedule.
Rough sketch of plots.
Estimation of equipment needed.
First meeting with conductors and
staff.
Finalize drafts of plots and schedule.

Approval

Meet with conductors from each
band and modify plots.
Make sure modifications are
acceptable to other groups.
When finalized, get approval from AP
to approve any needed equipment.

Design

Create sound plot.
Create light plot.
Create equipment list.

Excecute

PROJECT TIMELINE

Rehearsals 1 and 2
Tech Rehearsal
Performances 1, 2, 3

Feb-March

March-April

April-May

May 16th-May 28th


